APPLICATION BRIEF
STAFF COMMUNICATIONS IN THE WAREHOUSE

Improve Your Warehouse Staff Communications
with the Latest Mobile Devices
ADEQUATE VOICE AND DATA TOOLS PROVIDE THE BACKBONE OF AN EFFICIENT,
COLLABORATIVE WAREHOUSE
Warehouses are big, loud and occasionally disorganized.
As an essential part of your business’s daily operations,
it’s important to develop an optimal staff communications
strategy that withstands chaotic warehouse conditions.
With the right tools at your disposal, you can streamline
communication and increase productivity to run your
warehouse efficiently.

across multiple networks and devices anywhere. A cloudbased solution can increase productivity and minimize cycle
times over secure Wi-Fi or cellular networks for one-to-one
and group calls with the push of a button.

Equipped with Wi-Fi, cellular and Bluetooth® connectivity,
wearable and handheld computers keep your team linked
through a variety of platforms—including push-to-talk
(PTT) capabilities, group or private calls and texts—to track
real-time product information. This always-on, real-time
communication can greatly impact not only productivity, but
also worker satisfaction.

Productivity by the Numbers
Mobile computers come in all shapes and sizes to handle
the different demands of your workspace. Warehouses
should use computers that meet the unique demands of their
environment, like the TC8000 Touch Mobile Computer. It
was designed with your warehouse’s efficiency in mind. With
its slim design, Android™ OS compatibility, virtual keyboard
and quick-and-easy battery change, your team’s overall
productivity will increase by 14 percent. Its unique features
include:

Is Your Warehouse Performing at Its Best?

• Ergonomic Design – developed to be 33 percent lighter

A connected staff lets your business streamline and
automate processes, improve staff flexibility to respond
to customer demand, increase customer satisfaction and
manage risk. With access to a push-to-talk service, your staff
can communicate instantly with coworkers and management

than traditional scanners to reduce muscle fatigue.
• Virtual Keyboard – a larger, intuitive All Touch Terminal

Emulation (TE) screen gives staff a clear view of their tasks
and the ability to type 40 percent faster with 60 percent
fewer errors.
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The Wi-Fi and
Android-compatible
handheld TC8000
Touch Mobile
Computer increases
overall productivity
by 14%.

• Mobility DNA – our application suite, Android OS,

development tools and administrative utilities let you
seamlessly communicate with other Zebra devices,
including printers.
• Instantly Connect – Workforce Connect PTT Pro

and TekSpeech® Pro allow your staff to communicate
effectively in any environment.
• Time Savers – hands-free proximity scanning, All Touch

TE screen that eliminates screen tilt after each scan,
triple-shift battery life, and the ability to switch batteries
without disconnecting from Wi-Fi all increase productivity
by reducing downtime.

Stay Connected No Matter Where You Are
Whether working indoors or out in the field, your staff
needs to stay connected with coworkers, supervisors
and customers using Wi-Fi, cellular, Android OS and
Bluetooth on the latest mobile devices. Staff should have
mobile computers that are GPS-enabled for more access
to location-based applications, whether in warehouses
or where signals are weak, using Bluetooth low energy
technology for location services. For optimal productivity,
mobile devices should capture real-time data from
barcodes, photos, video, signatures and radio-frequency
identification (RFID) tags automatically.

2 zebra technologies

Full Application Access with a Cloud-Based
Management Platform
Easy-to-use, cloud-based Asset Visibility Platform and
Operational Visibility Service (OVS) applications can drive
down cost, simplify management operations and save time.
Virtual touch screens allow staff to customize application
dashboards to stage, monitor, update and troubleshoot
mobile computer issues from a single location. Device-level
asset controls capture real-time data and report back utility
operations for all your devices by site or model. Managers
can also prevent users from downloading outside apps, files
and games, or disable external memory card slots to prevent
data theft.
All the Security, Support and Durability You’ll Need
A diverse workplace calls for diverse technology that adapts
to the work environment. Your staff might need a handheld
computer that’s lightweight and can fit easily into their
pocket. Or they may require a rugged tablet that offers larger
screens for better visibility. To increase productivity, your
devices should provide long-lasting uptime and enterpriseclass life cycles at a low cost of ownership.
Long battery life with maximum uptime is crucial to
maintaining smooth communication flow between teams.
Where older technology failed to support these demands,
operators can now monitor vitals and receive automatic
alerts using battery management software to determine
when batteries should be replaced.
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Zebra’s Mobility
Security Suite helps
your data stay
confidential.

Mobile Virtual Private Networks (MVPNs) provide
government-grade security for all communication over
cellular and Wi-Fi networks, without reducing wireless
performance. Data travels securely between mobile devices
through:
• Firewalls

Your devices should also come with responsive support
services to ensure maximum uptime and continued protection
of your investment. Coverage should include:
• Normal wear and tear
• Internal and external components damaged due to

accidental breaks

• Intrusion prevention
• Enforced authentication
• Data encryption

BUILD A BETTER, MORE COLLABORATIVE WAREHOUSE WITH ZEBRA’S ADEQUATE
VOICE AND DATA TOOLS. VISIT WWW.ZEBRA.COM/WAREHOUSE-COMMUNICATIONS
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